
Day 2: Walking tour of Rome
Breakfast at the hotel. This morning, we'll stroll with our English-
speaking guide through the historic center, visiting Piazza di
Spagna, Piazza Colonna, Trevi Fountain, and the Pantheon. 
After some lisure time for lunch, we'll head to the Colosseum,
Imperial Forums, and Capitoline Hill. Free evening and overnight
stay.

Day 3: St.Peter’s square & Vatican Museums
Breakfast at the hotel followed by a morning tour of Saint Peter’s
Square and the Vatican Museums, including the stunning Sistine
Chapel. 
After some leisure time for lunch, we'll head to the Roman Castles
with our expert guide, exploring the history of Frascati and
enjoying a wine tasting dinner at a local winery surrounded by
vineyards. Return to hotel and overnight stay.

Twelve-days itinerary to discover the beauties of Italy visiting the most important and famous cities starting from
Rome, then Naples, Pompeii and Amalfi Coast. We’ll visit Tuscany region with Florence, D’Orcia and the northen Italy
discovering Venice, the islands of Murano and Burano and Milan city.

Arrival in Rome and transfer to the hotel. Accommodation in a 4*
Hotel in the city center and afternoon at leisure for individual
visits. Dinner complemented by fine local wines at our hotel and
overnight stay.

Day 1: Start of the tour
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GRAND TOUR OF ITALY                    
Discover Rome, Naples, Florence, Venice and Milan

Breakfast at the hotel and then, we'll journey to Pompeii,
experiencing the ancient city frozen in time by Mount Vesuvius'
eruption. 
Our expert guide will lead us through its well-preserved streets
and homes and after some free time for lunch, we'll head to
Sorrento for leisure time. 
Return to the hotel for overnight stay.

Day 5: Pompeii and Sorrento
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We’ll visit landmarks like San Carlo Theater, Umberto I Gallery,
Castel Nuovo, and the Spanish quarters.
Then, we'll enjoy a crazy pizza tasting, making our own pizza with
a Pizzaiolo's guidance. Return to the hotel for overnight stay.

Day 4: Transfer to Naples and walking tour
Breakfast, check-out, and transfer to Naples. After a leisurely
lunch, we'll explore the historic center with our guide.
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Included:

Transfer from/to the airport/station
Accomodation in 4* hotel in the city center with breakfast
(Rome 3 nights, Naples 3 nights, Florence 2 nights, Venice 1
nights, Milan 2 nights)
Guided visit of Rome, Frascati, Naples, Pompeii, Florence,
Siena, Venice, Milan
Entrance fee: Pompeii, Vatican Museums
Wine tasting in Frascati
Crazy pizza tasting in Naples
Wine tasting and tuscany lunch in Val D’Elsa
Gondola ride (30 minutes) in Venice
Transfers as listed in the program

Not included:

Tips and personal extras
Everything that is not in the “included” section
Lunches and dinners, where not specified

Breakfast at the hotel and then, we’ll venture to Val d'Elsa,
renowned for its wines. 
We’ll experience a wine tasting with lunch and then, with our
expert guide, we’ll continue to Siena's historic treasures, including
Piazza del Campo, Palazzo Tolomei, and the awe-inspiring
Cathedral. Return to the hotel for overnight stay.

Day 8: Val D’Elsa, wine tasting & lunch

Breakfast, check-out and high-speed train ride from Florence to
Venice. 
Once there, with our guide we’ll stroll across the iconic Rialto
Bridge and explore the majestic Piazza San Marco, where the
grandeur of St. Mark's Basilica and then we’ll conclude our day
with a romantic 30-minute gondola ride along Venice's
enchanting canals. 
Return to the hotel for overnight stay.

Day 9: Transfer to Venice and walking tour

Breakfast at the hotel, check-out and transfer with an high-speed
train to Milan.  
Free time for lunch and afternoon at leisure for individual visits.
Return to the hotel for overnight stay.

Day 10: Transfer to Milan and free time

Breakfast, check-out, and transfer to Florence. After lunch, we'll
embark on a guided walking tour of the historic center. 
We'll visit iconic landmarks such as Palazzo Vecchio, Ponte
Vecchio, and the enchanting Fontana del Porcellino. Return to the
hotel for overnight stay.

Day 7: Transfer to Florence and walking tour
Breakfast at the hotel, meeting with the guide and walking tour of
the city center. 
We’ll start with the mighty Duomo, continue with Castello
Sforzesco and then we’ll admire La Scala theater and we’ll pass
trough Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II. 
After some free time for lunch enjoy some free time for individual
visits.

Day 11: Walking tour of Milan

Day 6: Capri and Faraglioni
Breakfast at the hotel, we'll hop on the ferry and sail to Capri,
where we’ll see Faraglioni and Blue Grotto. We'll also explore the
legendary Villa Jovis, once a hideaway for Emperor Tiberius during
his "voluntary" exile. 
Enjoy some free time for lunch and for visits on your own on this
amazing island before we sail back to Naples as the sun sets.
Return to the hotel for overnight stay. 

Breakfast at the hotel followed by transfer to the airport 3 hours
before the flight.

Day 12: End of the tour

Tour for groups and F.I.T.
Custom made itinerary 

Ask for a quote


